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about

b. 1993, France, Camille Pradon is a visual artist, curator and critic. 

Using the image as a sensitive material, she conducts in-depth 
research on the concepts of displacement and fragmentary 
narratives. From video, installation, photography to drawing and 
ceramics, Camille Pradon fosters a formal language that plays on 
the porosity between mediums. 
Since several years, she works on transmediterranean projects 
delicately delving into the successive temporalities of history and 
enlightening the concept of the Greek metaphorá: starting from 
the practical idea of   displacement towards the transport of the 
meaning of things. Camille Pradon raises many potential avenues 
unfolding the question of representations which she sometimes 
pushes until abstraction.
From this emerging ambiguity about the nature of signs, her images 
intend to become a formal language themselves. Something is 
performed outside the frame without being straitghtly named but 
which nevertheless determines the meaning of the work.

Her work is regularly exhibited in France and abroad, including at 
the Manchester Museum of Natural History (UK), Cité internationale 
des arts and Villa Belleville (Paris), Lyon Contemporary Art 
Biennale, the Gabes Cinema Fen Festival (Tunisia) and by the 
Wallonie-Bruxelles Centre (Paris).

Her essays are part of various art publications including Le 
Magazine du Jeu de Paume and Point Contemporain.

In 2020 and 2021, she held a residency at the Cité internationale 
des arts de Paris, the Villa Salammbô from the French Cultural 
Institute of Tunisia and the Grand Tour Residency Program from 
French Cultural Institute Italia.

She lives and works between France and Tunisia.
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—
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
- [upcoming] Solo Show at Lilia Ben Salah Gallery, June 2023 
- METAPHORA, PRÉLUDE Cité internationale des arts, curator Claire Luna 
Paris April 9th-30th 2021 
- CORPS PREMIERS, Showcase, Adéra, Lyon, France. June-July 2019 
- LIGNE DE FUITE, Showcase, Adéra, Lyon, France. Feb.-March 2018

— 
GROUP SHOWS & PUBLIC SCREENINGS

2022 
- PARTIS PRIS ET POINTS DE VUE, Lilia Ben Salah Gallery, Paris, September. 
With Amel Bennys, Malaika Temba, Farah Khelil, Zoulikha Bouabdellah, Camille 
Pradon, Baya Mahieddine, Inji Efflatoun. 
- REtaRds, délaIs, décalagEs Et REndEz-vous Ratés, y coMPRIs avEc 
soI-MêME, curator Vanessa Morisset, Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers, April.

2021 
- THE HERMENEUTICS OF RESONANCES, curator Alessandra Carosi 
Cité internationale des arts, Paris, October 22nd-23rd 
- L’ÉTREINTE, curator Wafa Gabsi, Tunis, Tunisia 
Archivart x Foundation Tunisia for development, September 17th-26th 
- tHERE But also agaInst, curator agnese Čemme
Ag Gallery, Riga, Latvia, August 02nd-21st

- LE COURT EN DIT LONG, CINEMA & VISUAL ARTS FESTIVAL
Cité internationale des arts x Centre Wallonie Bruxelles, Paris, June
- to EXHIBIt In casE oF EMMERgEncy, curator andy Ranquin  
Pre-Apocalyptic Show, Cité internationale des arts, May-.

2020
- UN PAS VERS L’APRÈS, B7L9 Tunis, K. Lazaar Foundation, Oct. 23rd-Dec. 12th 
- VISUAL MESSAGES, virtual group show, Kunstmatrix - IVLA, International 
visual literacy association, nyc, sept. 25th - Dec. 31st

- PROJECTIONS, Addspace Studio, Tunis, Sept. 20th 
- VISUAL UTOPIAS (UV3), Elbirou Gallery, Sousse, Tunisia, July 10th-31st 
- FInIs tERRÆ, ouessant Island, France. June 25th-28th 
- PaREntHÈsEs, les limbes gallery, st-Etienne, May, 25th-30th  
- MUR ! MUR ? Radio Mojo, Brussels, Belgium, March 17th & 25th

2019 
- BlEaK FRIday, Manchester Museum of natural History, uK, nov. 29th 
- SCREENING, National School of Architecture and Urbanism (ENAU), Tunis, Nov. 22nd 
- PaysagEs ManuFactuRés, contemporary art Biennale-resonance, lyon, sept. - oct. 
- PANIQUE #2, Le Post, Paris 9e, Sept. 
- NOS SALADES, Le Pierre Curie, Ivry-sur-Seine, May-July 
- LES PROMESSES DE LA MATIÈRE, Villa Belleville, Paris, May 
- EL KAZMA W LAHWEZ, Gabes Cinema Fen-Artshows, Tunisia, April 
- TRAVERSE VIDEO, Les Abattoirs & Carmélites Chapel, Toulouse, March

2018 
- sEMaInE asyMétRIQuE, Polygone étoilé cinema, Marseille, nov.-dec. 
- PARASITES, 91: Artist Run Space, Paris, October 
- 23/AD, Flux Libre, St-Just, France, June-July  
- WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS, Adera, Lyon, March-April 
- JUDAS, Brèche - Temporary exhibition space, St-Etienne, Feb.

2017 
- sEMaInE asyMétRIQuE, cinema le Polygone étoilé, Marseille, nov.-dec. 
- PARASITES, le 91: Artist Run Space, Paris, October 
- 23/AD, Flux Libre, St Just (42). June-July  
- WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS, Adera, Lyon, March-April 
- JUDAS, Brèche - Temporary exhibition space, St-Etienne, Feb. 

2016
- NEU NOW ONLINE FESTIVAL, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Dec.
- 45°noRd 4°Est, galerie ceysson-Bénétière, st-Etienne, May
- WE CAN BE HEROES, Graineterie, St-Etienne. March-April
- (É)MERGENCES, Lux Scène Nationale, Valence, Nov.

2015
- CESSION, Galerie Ceysson-Bénétière, St-Étienne, March-July.

— 
BACKGROUND

Graduated from St-Etienne 
Higher School of Art & Design 
2010 - 2015

Fine Arts Academy of Bologna 
(AbaBo), Italy, 2014

— 
TEXTS & PRESS

[upcoming] Artpress 
Introducing Camille Pradon,  
by Camille Prunet 

[upcoming] In Ruins (Italy) 
Mutant Ruins And Flows, by Clelia 
Coussonnet, multi-authored book

Artaïs 
Camille Pradon, dans le mouvement 
des images. Marie Gayet, April 2022

Curtain Magazine x Art Curator Grid 
Camille Pradon, an Emerging 
Curatorial Practice: «Between Paris 
and Tunis, Art Making, Writing, 
Curation, Films Selection, and 
Bathing in the Depth of Images». 
Cristina S. Kozyreva, August 2021

Point Contemporain 
En direct des expositions : Camille 
Pradon, «Metaphora, Prélude» 
Claire Luna, April 2021

French Cultural Institute of Tunisia 
Mais que cherchent-elles, nos âmes ? 
Marianne Catzaras, September 2020

Slash/Paris 
Les promesses de la matière 
Lisa Eymet, May 2019

Images en devenirs 
Marie Gayet, February 2019

camille pradon
CV

camille-pradon.com
pradon.studio@icloud.com
 
n. 1993 
Lives and works in France

Represented by 
Lilia Ben Salah, Paris
info@liliabensalah.com
liliabensalah.com

Adagp Member

https://www.camille-pradon.com
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— 
RESIDENCIES
- GRAND TOUR, French Cultural Institute Italia, Toiano Tuscany, Italy, October 2021
- CITÉ INTERNATIONALE DES ARTS, Paris, France, July 2020-Sept. 2021 
Awardee of the 2.12 residency program [April - Sept. 2021]
Awardee of Nina & Daniel Carasso Foundation residency program
& Cité internationale des arts [July 2020 - March 2021]
- VILLA SALAMMBÔ, French Cultural Institute of Tunisia, Tunis, Dec. 2020 
- VILLA SALAMMBÔ, French Cultural Institute of Tunisia, Tunis, Sept. 2020 
- sElMa FERIanI gallERy, sidi Bou saïd, tunisia, august 2020 
- ATELIERS DU GRAND-LARGE, Adera, Lyon, France, Oct. 2017-May 2020 
- atElIERs cotEauX, tunis, tunisia. oct 15th-nov 10th 2018 
- docuMEntaRy FIlM FEstIval, Redeyef, tunisia, august 2016
- DELOCALISATION, French Cultural Institute of Casablanca, Morocco, March 2013 
- KUNST TURM, Weimar, Germany, Feb. 2013

—
PUBLICATIONS

- ALMANACH DES IDES DE MARS, artists book 
Multi-authored, on an invitation by Chedly Atallah, Léandre Bernad-Brunel, 
Marion Moskowitz, Sophie Pugnet et Emmanuel Saulnier  
non-commercial edition, 1500 copies, June 2021

- ARCHITECTURE AS POLITICAL GHOST, article 
fig. Independent and critic architectural review, n°5 oXyMoRE, June 2019

— 
SYMPOSIUMS & TALKS

- MEETING WITH CURATOR CLAIRE LUNA AND ARTISTS CAMILLE PRADON & 
cHEdly atallaH. Paris 8 vincennes university, saint-denis, on an invitation from 
Curator Marion Zilio, February 11, 2022

- BIFuRcatIons - todays MEdItERRanEan vIdEo aRt and cInEMa 
Carte blanche to Gabes Cinéma Fen Festival & La boîte, contemporary art space, 
Presentation and programming by Camille Pradon. 
St-Etienne Cinematheque, October 12, 2021

- ID’BA, MEETING CAMILLE PRADON  
Screening and debate with Marianne Catzaras, followed by a reading of Mira Hamdi 
French Cultural Institute of Tunisia, 2020 September 14th 

- dREaMEd aRcHIvEs, PaIntER MEMoRy : tHE in-betweens oF JEREMy lIRon, 
ABOUT THE DISASTER ARCHIVES, Conference by Camille Pradon. 
Marc Charpin Auditorium, St-Etienne. April 2016

- WHat REMaIns oF gIllEs dElEuzE and FElIX guattaRI’s tHougHts? 
guest : François dosse (biographer), les Forces Motrices, st-Etienne, nov. 2015

— 
CURATING & PROGRAMMING
- caRtE BlancHE  
To Gabes Cinema Fen Festival & La boîte, contemporary art space 
By St-Etienne Cinematheque. Curating: Camille Pradon  
• [upcoming] Autumn 2022 
• october 12, 2021 
• online, May 13-16, 2020

- coMME sI la PluIE nous avaIt Plu   
Solo show of French photographer Adrien Chevrot, Le Point Commun, Annecy,  
december 5th 2020 - March 27th 2021

—
CRITIC

- OLIVIER ADELINE. WHERE DOES 
THE PAINTING START?  
By Camille Pradon, Spring 2022

- CONVERSATIONS VOL IV with 
Marcel Dinahet « Returning to 
a place which had already been 
apprehended » in Chemins de la 
création: Arts et Territoires. Multi-
authored book, Ed. La Muette, 
October 2021

- ADRIEN CHEVROT, by Camille 
Pradon. Review Point Contemporain, 
December 2020

- SUNI PRISCO, ACCOMPLIR UN 
ACTE MAGIQUE. Interview with the 
artist by Camille Pradon. Review 
Point Contemporain, February 2020

- SUNI PRISCO, by Camille Pradon 
Ed. Crous Gallery, Paris, February 2020

- CONVERSATIONS VOL. III  
Interview with Ismaïl Bahri. « ils 
m’ont montré ce que je n’avais pas 
su voir... », Jeu de Paume Magazine, 
June 2017

- CONVERSATIONS VOL. I & II with 
Sanaz Azari & Marie Voignier 
Master thesis, Esadse, 25 copies, 
February 2015 
• volume I, conversation with sanaz 
Azari, « J’ai arrêté le cours de ce que je 
faisais pour en faire un film, on peut 
donc dire que c’est un peu le cinéma 
qui prend le dessus sur la réalité », 2015 
• volume II, conversation with Marie 
Voignier, « Je me penche sur des 
situations porteuses d’éléments 
de fiction en tant qu’éléments du 
cinéma. », 2015



Positions and Points of View, group show, Lilia Ben Salah Gallery, Paris, sept. 2022





Pierres de veille
2022 

Photographic series
Pigment prints on Fine Art paper, 
120 x 80 cm each, framed

Variations on the whitewashed 
grounds of the Mahdia’s marine 
cemetery stones, Tunisia. Located 
at the end of Cap Afrique, this place 
gathers the collective memory of 
its people but also, the traces of 
the elements which wash, erode 
and polish its stones every day. As 
well, it is a small theatre of vibrant 
lives and the crossing  point of 
an entire ecosystem, such as this 
colony of ants, trained to roam the 
surface and the bowels of the world 
by the thousands, with common 
perseverance and ardour.





Untitled (lueur)
2022

Drawing [ongoing series]
Chalk pastel, charcoal 
(I.l) 80 x 120 cm  
next page (Iv.) 65 x 50 cm





La Cacciata | The Hunt 
Video Installation
2021-2022

Black clouds unfold, dissolve, expand and 
retract, merging through an orange sky 
following the rhythm of hypnotic vibrations 
that seem to emerge from the depths. 
This experimental and atmospheric video has 
been inspired by the Giotto’s Cacciata dei 
Diavoli da Arezzo and takes place in the space 
as a very pictorial diptych of a sky abandonned 
by demons, despite the unquietness of its 
clouds. 

Technical data

Video installation, diptych, 9:16 HD (x2), color, 
stereo sound, 30’. 
Co-production French Cultural Institute of 
Italy & OFAJ French-German Institute for 
youth, grand tour residency program

Watch the video - color grading in process  
https://vimeo.com/651105100 
password: cacciata

https://vimeo.com/651105100




Pietà
2022 

Photography
Fine art print 60 x 50 cm  

Marble quarry in the heart of Italian 
Apuan Alps which saw Michelangelo 
retire and work in his time. 
a Huge cleft cut in the tender flanks 
of Monte Folgorito — literally Mount 
Thunderstruck, stands with its open 
wounds, witnesses of the men’s thirst 
for noble stones.



Émeri
Sculpture 
2021

Technical data

Abrasive stone, Mediterranean sponge 
9 x 9 x 7 x 16 cm

↑ Exhibition view of Metaphora, prélude 
Cité internationale des arts, Paris, 2021. 
curator : claire luna. Picture : M. tric.





Blue To Which We Belong 
Video installation
2021

Blue To Which We Belong is a fictional video 
installation based on the true story of an 
ancient ship’s crossing between Greece and 
Tunisia. Its cargo, full of bronze and marble 
art pieces, went recovered from the seabed of 
the Mediterranean Sea at the beginning of the 
last century and is exhibited at the National 
Museum of Bardo in Tunis. Historical pieces 
shaped by the work of time, these torsos, faces 
and columns of marble, eroded away by two 
thousand years of immersion, went subjected 
to the effects of salt and sea currents. 

Following the meaning of the Greek 
metaphorá, a word to be used in its utilitarian 
value (transit of goods), as in its conceptual 
and philosophical dimension (movement / 
fixity, desire). Blue To Which We Belong is an 
empirical creation and invitation to explore 
this notion of transport, through the space 
and the image. Borrowing the methods of the 
documentary approach (shipwreck narration, 
accounts of submarine excavations) towards 
an experimental and fragmented narrative 
displayed as a minimalist visual installation, 
staged by calling upon collective and intimate 
imaginaries. 

Technical data

4 HD videos, mute, color.  
With the support of French Cultural Institute  
of Tunisia | Villa Salammbô Art Residency Program 
Co-produced by the Wallonie-Bruxelles 
Cultural Centre  
With the support of Selma Feriani Gallery, 
Cité internationale des arts x Daniel & Nina 
Carasso Foundation

Tempests
urban crossing free hand filmed, a silent 
storm falls on Tunis, enlightening the city in a 
strong backlight

video, 16/9 HD, mute, color, 6’23’’

https://vimeo.com/449996373 
password: image

Maxim
storms (awasef) is flying high in the tunisian 
sky. Putting the frame under overexposure the 
word folds and unfolds quickly followinf the 
rythm of the wind, as a link between linguage 
and natural elements.

video, 4/3, mute, color, 12’16’’

https://vimeo.com/452192337 
password: image

Minim
Enigmatic reflections.

vidéo, 16/9 HD, mute, color, 4’08’’

https://vimeo.com/572710744
mot de passe : image

Revif
A raised hand slowly makes visible one of the 
statues from the Mahdia’s Shipwreck in the 
collections of the National Bardo Museum. 
Using shadow like a caress through the window, 
the gesture reveals a woman’s bust eroded 
by salt and sea currents in a half-moon path. 
Past and present are reunited  for an instant, 
an apparition as furtive as a memory.
The emergence of the rememberence is then 
activated with tenderness from a 2000 years 
old shipwreck’s story, within the passing of 
light and time.

video, 16/9 Hd, mute, color, 3’57’’

https://vimeo.com/464147207
password: image

← Previous page  
Exhibition view Le court en dit long Festival, Wallonie-
Bruxelles Centre & Cité internationale des arts, Paris 2021

https://vimeo.com/449996373
https://vimeo.com/452192337
https://vimeo.com/572710744
https://vimeo.com/464147207


Awasef  (         ) 
Flag, 2020 
80 x 122 cm



↑ Exhibition view of « Metaphora, prélude », cité internationale des arts, Paris 2021 
Solo show, curator: Claire Luna. Pictures: M. Tric.



On the occasion of La rencontre des eaux, curator 
Claire Luna invites Nicolas Faubert to perform 
Ondine in the exhibition Metaphora, prelude by 
Camille Pradon. In a storm that roared 2000 years 
ago, the dancer becomes one with these entities 
that inhabit the bottom of the waters and which 
inspired composer Grégoire Terrier to design 
the soundtrack of the performance. For Nicolas 
Faubert, the costume – imagined by artist Nefeli 
Papadimouli – is his crossing companion. A journey 
into the depths that brings together the living and 
the disappearing in the turbulent waters of the 
Mediterranean.

Performance for one dancer, 7 min 30, sound 
Watch the video recording
camille-pradon.com/ondine

Ondine
Performance

https://www.camille-pradon.com/ondine


Éphélides
Céramics, 2021

14 glazed ceramics 
+ Catalogue

https://en.camille-pradon.com/_files/ugd/324861_b1cba53944a642a8b7e98df2fb0fad4f.pdf


Dispallare 
2021-2022

Shaped into the palm of the hand and then dried 
in the open air, each ceramic contains a certain 
amount of nigella sativa seeds. Those traveling 
seeds also called Black cumin have been 
cultivated through the centuries and continents 
for their medicinal and culinary virtues.

As a ritual object, Dispallare [to disperse] is 
designed to honor the memory of the departed 
by burning the seeds it contains after breaking 
its husk, or by sowing them to produce new ones 
and thus perpetuate the cultivation of the nigella 
sativa’s flowers on an individual scale. 

Technical data

Baked white porcelain, nigella sativa seed 
and box set. 
Unique handmade design for each piece, 
variable size





Written lines  (              ) 
Photographic series
2021

A series of white surfaces, set by 
coloured discs in which the sun 
creeps in and creates shadows. These 
hollows or bowls are integrated into 
the tombs of the marine cemeteries 
of sidi Bou saïd (tunis governorate) 
and Mahdia. 
Traditionally incorporated into the 
graves to be vessels of seeds and 
water for the birds living in the area, 
these small containers act as a bridge 
between those who passed away and 
Nature, to which he remains liable. 

the photographs depicts this infinity 
of nuances, shadows and lights, 
revealing the pictorial matter and 
shape in each frame. 
Silent constellations anchored to the 
ground, polished, scaled, washed, 
cracked and improved over time. They 
remember us the unspeakable nature 
of such soft and gentle patience, 
conquered with the intensity of the 
light.

Technical Data

16 digital prints on Fine Art paper, 
44 x 30 cm / pc uniques 
Written lines ‘Khoutout maktouba’

+ Catalogue

https://en.camille-pradon.com/_files/ugd/324861_26e85ff392f043298724aaf99a90f911.pdf


Corrosive 
Engravings, 2021 
10 prints on Vélin Paper 
38 x 25,5 cm



Based on the Mira Hamdis’ text titled 
« My First steps », Eye Contact is a 
visual experimentation leaving a large 
space to the narrator’s voice. 

As the viewer is fumbling in the dark 
(seeking to accomodate his eyesight 
like when entering a room whithout 
light), small, rather fragile and luminous 
openings appear, guiding the gaze into 
a landscape view shot through the lens 
of binoculars.

Eye contact 
Video
2020

To watch the video

https://vimeo.com/428092103
Code: eye

Technical data

16/9 HD Video, B&W, 6 min 
a film by camille Pradon  
Writer and voice, Mira Hamdi

https://vimeo.com/428092103


Charbonnières 
2019-2020  
16 drawings, unique pieces  
Coal dust on Sumi Japan paper 
65 x 55 cm each



Exhibition view Hermeneutics of Resonance 
Cité internationale des arts, 2021



Menagerie 
Photographic triptych
2020

Fine art print, 70 x 100 cm each





Using techniques of photographic enlargements of a 
silver film in the way to transform it into a digital view, 
the Metaplasm series is a proposal to create an image 
fibrillation, playing with the abysses that link the original 
to its double, triple, quadruple... Leaving the image’s 
frame appear, Metaplasm invite the viewer to adopt 
many postures and angles to establish a point of view 
which associate the near and the far. These images 
question the process to form a landscape in material, 
imagined or cosmic matter.

Technical data 

6 prints on PVC Banner, galvanised aluminium eyelets 
200 x 130 cm each

Exhibition view of « Paysage Manufacturés », aqueduc of 
Dardilly - Lyon Contemporary Art Biennale, resonance, 2019

Metaplasm 
Prints
2019





Corps premiers 
Installation, 2019 

Made in two steps, Corps premiers takes place in the space between the surface of the wall and 
the ground’s one. First, the painting of a fresco: a yellow circle then sanded down till the white 
colour of the wall appears. the dust fliying around settles down on the floor and is contained 
to reproduce shape hollowed circle. This new vibrant and fragile image will be crossed later by 
the insects that inhabit the place. Their pathways and drawings, are so many micro-events that 
activate the installation during the time of the show.



Technical data

Installation, acrylic painting, coloured dust, d. 140 cm ~



Sleepless 
video
2018

Introspection inside the toughts of an obsolete space station, delivering a crepuscular monologue 
few minutes before its crash back to the Earth atmosphere. the tiangong-1’s narrative, first 
transcribed in binary language is gradually transformed into a reflection on the station’s being, 
as an object intended to collect data on the solar system in a given time, to finally lead into its 
planned disappearance.



To see the video

https://vimeo.com/287998136
Code: sleepless

Technical data

Hd video, 16/9, color, surround sound (5.1), 14 min 30’’

https://vimeo.com/287998136


No Rush
Video
2017-2018

Four young people undertake a training 
session of gun practice, without speaking,  
in such an accelerated fashion that the viewer 
can hardly breathe. The camera turns around 
their bodies, pointing at them in the same way 
they point their guns towards the targets. 
the dense atmosphere of the film is the 
consequence of an extremely tight editing 
that puts the accent on the presence of the 
camerawoman, as such invisible on the video, 
but whose movements tell us how close she 
stands to the gunners while filming them. 
The viewer is then not only made aware of  
the specific gestures of this sport, but also to 
the very idea of ‘‘shooting a movie’’.

To see the video

https://vimeo.com/285463602
Code : rush

Technical data

HD Video, 16/9, color, stereo sound, 2 min

https://vimeo.com/285463602


Two hands mimic the loading and aiming of 
a rifle. they create a strange choreography 
while words and sentences describe it in 
overprint. the film creates an oscillating 
motion between the gestures of a body, 
and the corpus of a text. the final picture, 
a silhouette going through the frame  
- shot with a magnifying lens - opens up the 
movie to reflections about issues raised by 
cinema, poetry and photography.

Eye’s Target
Video
2015

Watch the movie

https://vimeo.com/211749988

Technical data 

16/9 HD Video, B&W, 7’30 min

https://vimeo.com/211749988


three figures echo each other, voiceless, 
following the indications of an invisible 
director. 
Beyond the characters’ speechlessness, 
the scene itself aims at being narratively 
speechless, abstracting the script, only 
offering the possibility of a story. the way the 
characters, following the authority of a single 
voice, look at each other and stand still, gives 
life to the visual and staging tensions that 
exist between the actors’ performance of a 
theatrical representation and the desire to 
capture that work in a film. 
Actors François Gorrissen, Lucile Paysan and 
Arthur Fourcade interpret this play titled One 
for the Road, a political drama by Harold 
Pinter, writer, director and playwright from 
Great-Britain.

The Silent Scene
Video
2015

Watch the movie 

https://vimeo.com/212706716

Technical data 

16/9 HD Video, colour, stereo sound, 8’30 min

https://vimeo.com/212706716


Helpless silhouettes slowly fade away in a 
more and more abstract distance. A woman, 
seen from behind, ponders upon a seemingly 
dated landscape. The installation unites two 
kinds of images presented concurrently; the 
ones shot on super8 film are displayed on 
a monitor, and the ones made with a digital 
camera are projected as a triad. The wandering 
of the silhouettes in an empty landscape 
is the starting point of the installation’s 
narrative, slowly turning into abstraction as 
the characters struggle to reach the horizon 
and finally disappear out of sight.

On Wanderings
Video installation
2015

Watch the videos

https://vimeo.com/131490208 

https://vimeo.com/142924269 

Technical data

- film #1: displayed on a 4/3 monitor, super8 
converted to digital format, B&W, 1’30 min
- film #2: triad shown as a 16/9 Hd movie 
projection, colour, stereo sound, 8’40 min

https://vimeo.com/131490208
http://https://vimeo.com/142924269


Fußall Spielen 
Video
2013

On the outskirts of Weimar, Germany, young 
people take part in a football competition. 
Shot after several days of wanderings in 
and around the city, Fußall Spielen shows a 
contemporary moment of this town with such 
cultural and political past.

Watch the video

https://vimeo.com/66547035

Technical data

16/9 HD Video, colour, stereo sound, 7 min

https://vimeo.com/66547035

